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**Abstract:** Femtosecond lasers and the development of frequency combs have revolutionized multiple fields like metrology, spectroscopy, medical diagnostics and optical communications. To enable wider adoption of the technology and new applications like optical sampling, optical arbitrary waveform generation or the calibration of astronomical spectrographs, multi-GHz repetition rate femtosecond devices with robust performance metrics, low cost and a compact footprint are highly desirable.

In this talk, different approaches to develop GHz mode-locked laser systems will be presented. Design aspects for constructing GHz fiber lasers with sub-200fs short pulses will be discussed. In order to scale the repetition rate into the multi-GHz regime, novel thermally tunable waveguide interleavers will be demonstrated. These technologies are then combined in a miniaturized, robust on-chip device that paves the way towards on-chip femtosecond photonic platforms.
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